
VERITAS Marion - Professional sewing variety in one sewing machine

With its 310 different stitch programs the VERITAS Marion leaves 
nothing to be desired and does not stop at letters and numbers. 10 
different types of buttonholes can be sewn quickly and easily fully 
automatically and the favourite settings of the different stitches 
can be saved easily with the memory function. Marion is a sewing 
machine that thinks with you. For example, it adjusts the line width 
when using twin needles. With the extra-large extension table sup-
plied, the work surface can be enlarged.

Nothing is lost

Marion lifted up many patents from the cradle. The Veritas Marion 
now stores uniquely personal sewing settings by pressing the memo-
ry button. Perfect configuration reveals a lot about individual sewing 
skills - the memory button preserves a piece of this art and saves a lot 
of time. With another key, you can fine tune these masterly settings.

Clean sewn

With the automatic securing button, the machine first sews 3 secu-
ring stitches and then stops automatically. This ensures high-quali-
ty, masterful seams, which not only look professional, but are also 
durable and resilient. They are uniform and not too thick, as often is 
the case with conventional reverse sewing buttons.

Good thinking

The Veritas Marion thinks and acts with you. She knows for examp-
le that the twin needle takes a little more space and reduces the 
stitch width automatically. This protects the needle and the fabric. 
You won’t always notice the clever help of the Veritas Marion, but 
what you will notice is the pleasant relaxed feeling after the work 
is completed.

More space to work

Just by removing the storage compartment, the sewing machine can 
be easily converted to a free-arm machine. Tubular goods, such as 
trouser hems and sleeves can be manipulated much more easily. 
With the extra extension table, the work surface can be increased 
if long lengths of cloth need to be processed, to reduce the tension 
on the fabric.

Individually adjustable

The VERITAS Marion offers numerous features that facilitate the 
work and thus create more time for care and creative planning. Stitch 
width and stitch length can be adjusted cont- inuously, and thanks to 
the extension button can be extended by up to 5 times their normal 
length. A button even allows the mirroring of the stitch pattern.



Often we hold something in our hands and 
ask ourselves who actually came up with 
this brilliant idea. For some, the answer 
is: Marion Donovan. Thanks to her nume-
rous inven- tions, she was taken into the 
inventors’ Hall of Fame in 2015. Her most 
famous work is the nappy which she de-
veloped by experimenting with her sewing 
machine. Which products of the future will 
be invented with our VERITAS Marion...?

A brilliant thinker
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Country of origin:  Vietnam

EAN:   7640105923472

Pieces per pallet:  24

Packaging dimensions:  48,8 x 25,5 x 38 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC: 495 / 1035 / 1296 pcs

Net weight:   7,1 kg

Gross weight:  8,7 kg

Machine dimensions:                        41,5 x 16 x 30 cm

Tariff of duties:                                  84521011

Further information

Accessories
Quality needles Large extension table

Zig-zag foot Second spool pin

Zipper foot Quilting guide

Buttonhole foot 3 Bobbins

Overcasting foot L-Screwdriver

Blind hem foot Screwdriver small & large 

Satin stitch foot Felt pad for thread spool

Button sewing foot 64-pcs thread set

Brush Spool cap

Stitch pattern chart Seam ripper

Stitch pattern chart holder

310 stitch programs with alphabet and numbers Auto lock-function

Quilting, decorative, overlock stitches, darning Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4,5 mm

1-Step automatic buttonhole function Stitch width adjustable from 0 - 7 mm

10 different buttonholes Automatic thread tension

Memory function for personalised sewing patterns LED sewing light

LCD Screen Solid alloy construction

Start/Stop button Large sewing table

Stepless speed regulator Detachable accessory box

Automatic thread cutter Needle threader

Specifications

Address / Company stamp

facebook.com/veritassewing

www.veritas-sewing.com

instagram.com/veritassewing


